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Hello Everyone

I discovered that by typing $DJ in the stockcharts search engine will bring up an awesomely huge list of every
possible Dow Jones sub-sector in US stocks.

Now I'd like to make a stockcharts list with them inside.

Q1) How do I put them all on a list? (If I manually type, it's going to be over 200 names)

After I put them on a list, I'd like to screen them for strong and weak sectors. Candleglance is pretty good, but I'm
wondering if there are better ways than doing so by eye.

Q2) I could open the User Defined Stock Scans bench and scan. But how to identify the strongest and weakest items
on the list? (Sounds easy to do by eye, but not so easy when trying to identify criteria for computer to use.

Q3) If anyone has any wisdom on a related topic (eg good indices for sector review) to share, I'll be glad to hear it!
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Yes guys, I was thinking along the same lines, but noticed that some stocks in the original symbol search also start
with '$DW', and also there are a few others in the list which show up but are not actually Dow Jones indexes.

So a little more refinement and this seems to work, but it may still be missing a few you would have to add manually.

[type = index]  
and [ [symbol starts with '$DJ'] or [symbol starts with '$DW'] ]
and [ [Name contains 'DJ'] or [Name contains 'Dow Jones'] ]

I'll take a shot at the first question:

[type = index]

and [symbol contains '$DJ']

Unless you're into foreign or sub indexes... Below are the 104 major DJ Indices...Just copy/paste into a list...You can
then run your scans on the list...If you want to know the strongest then just run scans for percentage increase over 5
days, 10 days, 21 days, 44 days, 66 days or whatever period you want...Doug

$DJUSAF,$DJUSAG,$DJUSAI,$DJUSAL,$DJUSAM,$DJUSAR,$DJUSAS,$DJUSAT,$DJUSAU,$DJUSAV,$D

(Oct 24 '12 at 13:52)markd

After reading Gord's more comprehensive answer, I went back and reviewed all the $DJ and $DW stuff. Since those lists
are so comprehensive, including bonds, commodities and foreign markets, the variation below would cut way down on the
editing, if dharmi's main objective is US stocks:

[type = index]

and [name contains 'Dow Jones US']

There is also 'Dow Jones U.S.', but they don't seem to be the same kind of sectors/sub-sectors dharmi referred to.

Can you show me how to duplicate
the blog for 8/20/11 Emotional
Market? This is for the $CPCE (daily)
so how was the $SPX (daily):PPO
(60,5) added?

What lookback period to determine
the top sector ?

How is the volume of an Index
calculated?

Does anyone have ideas of any other
indicators that better show the
extreme low

what is affect of penny stocks on
sector summary?

Is there any way to Zoom in on a chart
either in normal mode or in the
annotate format?

If you only have one screen, how
many tabs do you have open and
which browser seem to be the
fastest?

How do I pull up the chart for YM
(Dow mini)

Why are "End of Day" and "One
Week" close amounts different in
Sector Summary
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I'll start by answering (1). You might want to explore (2) and (3) yourself.

[symbol starts with '$dj']

dharmi:

Originally I just copied and pasted them to Excel from this page: https://stockcharts.com/freecharts
/industrysummary.html And I keep them in a Favorites List.

You can copy your chartlists or almost any list and paste them into Excel...Then copy the column and paste it into the
List Converter I have at my site (Use The Link at the bottom that says Click Here To To Open Advanced Tool In A
Separate Window) Play around with it for various formats. It is a real timesaver especially if you copy a lot of lists.
Converts vertical to horizontal and vice-versa. You might also find non-stock related uses for the Converters.

As far as your other question all the results appear showing daily performance...Doug

dharmi: ekwong, markd and gord all have it right when you want to put a long list of stocks into a fav list run them as a
simple scan then save the scan results into a fav list. saves all the typing.

As for Q2 you would have to define what you mean by strongest. But there are many indicators or scan terms you can
use. 52 week high, % above a Moving average, ADX, a momentuem ROC indicator, etc. You will have to decide which
matches your definition of strongest. If you are just looking for a simple percentage change you can look at your fav
list in summary mode and sort by % change for the period.

Q3. Have you use the sector summary tool on the home page? It shows the strength by sector then you can drill down
to subsectors and individual stocks.
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Hello Gord and Sharptraders

Really appreciate your getting the list in one nice text file. How did you do it?

(When I use [type=index= and [symbol contains $dj] in the site search box, it returns lots of $DJ indexes but that's not
a nice text file suitable for compiling into a chartlist the way you did it.)

I'm asking because I'd like to learn how to fish (as opposed to letting generous fishermen fish for me).

Also, another question for Sharptraders: Do you know how to get scan results returned in order of performance, as
opposed to scanning for '>1% rise over 5 days' or '>2% rise over 5 days'? If a list could be made in order, it would be
easy to examine the top 10 as leading long sectors and the bottom 10 as potential short sectors.

Sorry if I ask dumb questions. I am truly a programming dharmi.

Thanks Doug! I haven't explored Sector Summary in such detailed fashion - Stockcharts has so much that I've been
learning for months and still am like a baby.

Beg pardon regarding your list convertor - I don't think I can find any such link, including on your profile page. Your
convertor sounds awesome, especially when most traders who run screens are sure to have lists they'd like to copy to
and fro.

(Nov 05 '12 at 15:12)Gord

Lots of ways to copy and paste columns of data, I use the control key with left click, then drag over the column and then
paste into excel.

Here's the link to this trick along with lots of other tricks and options.

http://scan.stockcharts.com/questions/744/how-do-i-import-a-list-of-stock-ticker-symbols-into-a-chartlist/764

1 Click the Advanced tool at the bottom of this page ►►► http://is.gd/ListConverterTools
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